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Trace Amounts of Fukushima Radioactivity Detected Along Shoreline of British Columbia 

http://www.whoi.edu/news-release/fukushima-ucluelet 

Scientists at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution {WHOI) have for the first time detected the presence 
of small amounts of radioactivity from the 2011 Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant accident in a 

seawater sample from the shoreline of North America . The sample, which was collected on February 19 in 
Ucluelet, British Columbia, with the assistance of the Ucluelet Aquarium, contained trace amounts of cesium 
(Cs) -134 and -137, well below internationally established levels of concern to humans and marine life. 

The WHOI scientists, with the help of citizen volunteers, have collected samples at more than 60 sites along 
the U.S. and Canadian West Coast and Hawaii over the past 15 months for traces of radioactive isotopes from 
Fukushima. Last November, the team reported their first sample containing detectable radioactivity from 
Fukushima 100 miles (150 km) off shore of Northern California. However, no radiation had yet been found 
along any of the beaches or shorelines where the public has been sampling since 2013. 

"Radioactivity can be dangerous, and we should be carefully monitoring the oceans after what is certainly the 
largest accidental release of radioactive contaminants to the oceans in history," said Ken Buesseler, a marine 
chemist at WHOI who has been measuring levels of radioactivity in seawater samples from across the Pacific 
since 2011. "However, the levels we detected in Ucluelet are extremely low." 

Scientists at WHOI are analyzing samples for two forms of radioactive cesium that can only come from human 
sources. Cesium-137, the "legacy" cesium that remains after atmospheric nuclear weapons testing, is found in 
all the world's oceans because of its relatively long, 30-year half-life. This means it takes 30 years for one-half 
of the cesium-137 in a sample to decay. The Fukushima reactors added unprecedented amounts of cesium-
137 into the ocean, as well as equal amounts of cesium-134. Because cesium-134 has a two-year half-life, any 
cesium-134 detected in the ocean today can only have been added recently-and the only recent source of 
cesium-134 has been Fukushima. 
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The Ucluelet sample contained 1.4 Becquerels per cubic meter (Bq/m3} (the number of decay events per 

second per 260 gallons of water} of cesium-134, a telltale sign of having come from Fukushima, and 5.8 Bq/m3 

of cesium-137. These levels are comparable to those measured 100 miles off the coast of Northern California 
last summer. If someone were to swim for 6 hours a day every day of the year in water that contained levels 
of cesium twice as high as the Ucluelet sample, the radiation dose they would receive would still be more than 
one thousand times less than that of a single dental x-ray. 

Monitoring Effort 

Buesseler has had to rely on a crowd-funding and citizen-science initiative known as "Our Radioactive Ocean" 
to collect samples because no U.S. federal agency is responsible for monitoring radiation in coastal waters. 
The results are publicly available on the website OurRadioactiveOcean.org. 

"We expect more of the sites will show detectable levels of cesium-134 in coming months, but ocean currents 
and exchange between offshore and coastal waters is quite complex," said Buesseler, "Predicting the spread 

of radiation becomes more complex the closer it gets to the coast and we need the public's help to continue 

this sampling network." 

Recent partnerships between Buesseler's group and a Canadian-funded program called In FORM, led by Jay 
Cullen at the University of Victoria, Canada, has added more than a dozen monitoring stations along the coast 
of British Columbia. In addition, upcoming cruises with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, 
California, will add more than 10 new sampling sites offshore. Also in 2015, a National Science Foundation
sponsored project led by WHOI physical oceanographer Alison Macdonald includes funding to analyze more 
than 250 seawater samples collected on a research ship travelling this May between Hawaii and the Aleutian 
Islands, Alaska . 

### 

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is a private, independent organization on Cape Cod, Mass., 
dedicated to marine research, engineering, and higher education. Established in 1930 on a recommendation 
from the National Academy of Sciences, its primary mission is to understand the ocean and its interaction with 
the Earth as a whole, and to communicate a basic understanding of the ocean's role in the changing global 
environment. For more information, please visit www.whoi.edu. 

Ken Buesseler is a senior scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI} who specializes in the 
study of natural and man-made radionuclides in the ocean. His work includes studies of fallout from 
atmospheric nuclear weapons testing, assessments of Chernobyl impacts on the Black Sea, and examination of 
radionuclide contaminants in the Pacific resulting from the Fukushima nuclear power plants. Dr. Buesseler has 
served as Chair of the Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry Department at WHOI, as Executive Scientist of the 
U.S. Joint Global Ocean Fluxes Planning and Data Management Office, and two years as an Associate Program 
Director at the U.S. National Science Foundation, Chemical Oceanography Program. In 2009, he was elected 
Fellow of the American Geophysical Union and in 2011 he was noted as the top-cited ocean scientist by the 
Times Higher Education for the decade 2000-2010. He is currently Director of the Center for Marine and 
Environmental Radioactivity at WHOI. For more info, visit his lab, Cafe Thorium. 
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Funding for the citizen monitoring effort at ourradioactiveocean.org comes from more than 420 individuals 
and sponsoring organizations. 
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CHAIRMAN Resource; Weber, Michael; Fuhrmann, Mark 
First report of trace amounts of Fukushima Cs along shore of BC 
Fukushima found in Ucluelet-PR-FINAL Embargoed till April 6.doc 

I don't expect this to be big news, and it is certainly not unexpected, but we will be reporting next Monday, our 
first detectable Fukushima 134Cs from a dock in Ucluelet BC. Levels of 134Cs are 1.4 Bq/m"3, 137Cs 5.8, so 
combined activity is still 1000 less than US EPA drinking water standards, etc. It is similar to what we (and 
others) have seen offshore US and Canada last year. 

The samples were collected by citizen scientists as part of OurRadioactiveOcean.org crowd funding campaign, 
which continues up and down the west coast and a when we can , offshore. Its been successful way to engage 
the public, and we hope educate them about our radioactive planet and the impacts of Fukushima on the 
ocean. 

The embargo will be lifted Monday 9am. Until then you can share internally, but we ask you not to post on 
open web sites or pass on to media, though you can send others to me for additional info. 

The url on going live Monday for the PR and related links will be- http://www.whoi .edu/news
release/fukushima-ucluelet 

Happy Easter, Ken 

Ken Buesseler 
Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution http://cafethorium.whoi.edu Director, Center for Marine 
and Environmental Radioactivity http://www.whoi.edu/CMER 
508-289-2309 
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EMBARGOED until April 6, 2015, 9 A.M. ET 

Trace Amounts of Fukushima Radioactivity Detected 
Along Shoreline of British Columbia 

Scientists at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) have for the first time 
detected the presence of small amounts of radioactivity from the 2011 Fukushima Dai
ichi Nuclear Power Plant accident in a seawater sample from the shoreline of North 
America. The sample, which was collected on February 19 at a dock in Ucluelet, British 
Columbia, contained trace amounts of cesium (Cs)-134 and-137, well below 
internationally established levels of concern to humans and marine life. 

The WHOI scientists, with the help of citizen volunteers, have collected samples at more 
than 60 sites along the U.S. and Canadian West Coast and Hawaii over the past 15 
months for traces ofradioactive isotopes from Fukushima. Last November, the team 
reported their first sample containing detectable radioactivity from Fukushima 100 miles 
(150 km) off shore of Northern California. However, no radiation had yet been found 
along any of the beaches or shorelines where the public has been sampling since 2013. 

"Radioactivity can be dangerous, and we should be carefully monitoring the oceans after 
what is certainly the largest accidental release of radioactive contaminants to the oceans 
in history," said Ken Buesseler, a marine chemist at WHOI who has been measuring 
levels of radioactivity in seawater samples from across the Pacific since 2011. "However, 
the levels we detected in Ucluelet are extremely low." 

Scientists at WHOI are analyzing samples for two forms of radioactive cesium that can 
only come from human sources. Cesium-137, the "legacy" cesium that remains after 
atmospheric nuclear weapons testing, is found in all the world's oceans because of its 
relatively long, 30-year half-life. This means it takes 30 years for one-half of the cesium-
13 7 in a sample to decay. The Fukushima reactors added unprecedented amounts of 
cesium-137 into the ocean, as well as equal amounts of cesium-134. Because cesium-134 
has a two-year half-life, any cesium-134 detected in the ocean today can only have been 
added recently-and the only recent source of cesium-134 has been Fukushima. 

The Ucluelet sample contained 1.5 Bequerels per cubic meter (Bq/m3) (the number of 
decay events per second per 260 gallons of water) of cesium-134, a telltale sign of having 
come from Fukushima, and 5 Bq/m3 of cesium-13 7. These levels are comparable to those 
measured 100 miles off the coast of Northern California last summer. If someone were to 
swim for 6 hours a day every day of the year in water that contained levels of cesium 
twice as high as the Ucluelet sample, the radiation dose they would receive would still be 
more than one thousand times less than that of a single dental x-ray. 

Monitoring Effort 
Buesseler has had to rely on a crowd-funding and citizen-science initiative known as 
"Our Radioactive Ocean" to collect samples because no U.S. federal agency is 



responsible for monitoring radiation in coastal waters. The results are publicly available 
on the website OurRadioactiveOcean.org. 

"We expect more of the sites will show detectable levels of cesium-134 in coming 
months, but ocean currents and exchange between offshore and coastal waters is quite 
complex," said Buesseler, "Predicting the spread of radiation becomes more complex the 
closer it gets to the coast and we need the public's help to continue this sampling 
network." 

Recent partnerships between Buesseler's group and a Canadian-funded program called 
InFORM, led by Jay Cullen at the University of Victoria, Canada, has added more than a 
dozen monitoring stations along the coast of British Columbia. In addition, upcoming 
cruises with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, will add 
more than 10 new sampling sites offshore. Also in 2015 , a National Science Foundation
sponsored project led by WHOI physical oceanographer Alison Macdonald includes 
funding to analyze more than 250 seawater samples collected on a research ship 
travelling this May between Hawaii and the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. 

### 
The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is a private, independent organization on 
Cape Cod, Mass., dedicated to marine research, engineering, and higher education. 
Established in 1930 on a recommendation from the National Academy of Sciences, its 
primary mission is to understand the ocean and its interaction with the Earth as a whole, 
and to communicate a basic understanding of the ocean's role in the changing global 
environment. For more information, please visit www.whoi. edu. 

Ken Buesseler is a senior scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) 
who specializes in the study of natural and man-made radionuclides in the ocean. His 
work includes studies of fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing, assessments 
of Chernobyl impacts on the Black Sea, and examination of radionuclide contaminants in 
the Pacific resulting from the Fukushima nuclear power plants. Dr. Buesseler has served 
as Chair of the Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry Department at WHOI, as Executive 
Scientist of the U.S. Joint Global Ocean Fluxes Planning and Data Management Office, 
and two years as an Associate Program Director at the U.S. National Science Foundation, 
Chemical Oceanography Program. In 2009, he was elected Fellow of the American 
Geophysical Union and in 20.11 he was noted as the top-cited ocean scientist by the 
Times Higher Education for the decade 2000-2010. He is currently Director of the Center 
for Marine and Environmental Radioactivity at WHOI. For more info, visit his lab, Cafe 
Thorium. 

Funding for the citizen monitoring effort at ourradioactiveocean.org comes from more 
than 420 individuals and sponsoring organizations. 


